netPolarity Takes Gold in PrO Unlimited’s Annual
Global Supplier Awards
netPolarity Recognized as an Outstanding Supplier for Sixth Year in a Row
San Jose, Calif., July 21, 2009—netPolarity, a leader in global workforce procurement solutions,
continued its record of excellence as a staffing supplier and was named the Gold Award Winner for 2008
by PrO Unlimited, Inc.
PrO Unlimited, Inc., of Boca Raton, Fl., an international provider of Human Capital Management Services,
recognizes outstanding staffing supplier partners in its Annual Global Supplier Awards.
netPolarity was cited as “a strong performer for several years on the West Coast,” according to PrO
Unlimited Inc., which recognized the netPolarity team for the ability to “extend their reach across the U.S.
on PrO’s programs, delivering the same high level candidates and with the same responsiveness on the
East Coast, as they do on the West Coast.”
Selected from a field of more than 6,500 providers servicing PrO Unlimited’s Fortune 1000 clients, the
winning suppliers achieved the highest customer service rankings on PrO Unlimited's 30-point Supplier
Scorecard and were voted on by PrO’s onsite teams throughout the country. The award-winning
companies consistently deliver excellence in contingent staffing and project fulfillment across multiple PrO
clients.
“Being recognized for the sixth year in a row as an outstanding PrO Unlimited supplier is testament to the
hard work and personalized service our team consistently provides to our partners and clients,” said
netPolarity CEO Haixia Zhang. “We are succeeding in our goal to deliver the most talented contingent
workforce to the world’s leading corporations with speed and efficiency.”
The awards recognize a select group of PrO Unlimited suppliers that perform well and also excel in the
industries that they support. The Supplier Award Winners for 2008 continually act as best-in-class
partners to PrO’s VMS/MSP solution and enable its clients to obtain quality staffing at competitive rates,
in multiple disciplines and locations. PrO Unlimited’s success can be directly correlated to the strong
supplier relationships it maintains with a pool of top performing firms through its vendor neutral supplier
management program.
San Jose-based netPolarity was established in 2000. It was also named to Entrepreneur Magazine’s Hot
500 fastest growing businesses in America.
About netPolarity
Established in 2000, netPolarity is a full service, global workforce procurement provider, delivering bestin-class staffing services through efficient business processes and state-of-the-art technology automation.
From its inception as a contingent workforce firm, netPolarity has branched out to offer a comprehensive
suite of solutions including pay-rolling, direct hire, and managed services.
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